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Seiðmaðr Advantages     

Can learn and cast spells. 

Can have up to three dedicated “apprentices” (who 

count as free mercenaries and aspiring Seiðmenn). 

 

A player whose character has dedicated followers or 

apprentices should generate (at least a few of) them as 

non-player characters (NPCs), with their own 

character sheets. Whether they join the player 

character on an adventure, or are sent on a mission by 

themselves, they are at all times to be 

controlled/played by the same player. If the player 

character should die the player can continue playing by 

choosing one of his dead player character's dedicated 

NPC followers as his new player character (with the 

others probably scattering in all directions, now that 

their leader is gone). If a player character has a 

dedicated follower that grows too strong (i. e. gains a 

higher skill proficiency than that of the player character 

in three or more of the player character’s character role 

skills) that follower will leave the player character to 

seek adventure elsewhere and on his own.   
 

If a dedicated follower of a player character dies the 

player character will attract a new follower within D6 

days if the situation allows it. 

 

NB! Characters created to be dedicated followers 

need to have certain minimum statistics (in relation to 

character attributes), so if the initial result of a die roll 

is too poor in relation to these statistics the player can 

roll again until he gets an acceptable result. Dedicated 

followers sometimes also need to have a certain 

character role and thus fairly good skill proficiency in 

certain skills, and this should be adjusted accordingly. 
 

It might be wise for the myth master to limit the number 

of dedicated followers (and mercenaries) joining the 

“main” player characters on adventures to one or 

perhaps two, or else there might be too many 

characters for the players (or myth master) to keep 

track of. 

 

Special to Religious Characters 
If a character has an Âsatrû life stance he can ask for 

favours from the deities. He does so by spending 

Favour Points (FP). The maximum number of FP he 

can have and the base Power Level (PL) of the favours 

depend on his character role. Those with a Seiðr life 

stance can never gain any favour with the deities nor 

ask for aid or favours from them. 
 

Characters start with 0 FP (the minimum number of FP 

one can have). Characters gain FP in relation to the 

deities in general.  

 

Optional rule 2: Characters instead gain FP in 

relation to each and every single sympathetic deity; FP 

gained from one deity can not be used to gain favours 

from another. See the Character Sheet (the optional 

Âsatrû Sheet). See optional rule 4 (page 42). 
 

To gain favour with the deities the players need to let 

their characters perform certain actions. The main idea 

behind the religious practice in Þulê is Do ut des 

(Latin for "I give, so that you may give"). 
 

A Religious character can also ask for aid from a deity 

to successfully perform certain tasks (connected to a 

skill). This is called divine aid. Each deity can only aid 

characters in context with the use of one or a few 

different skills. See Mythical Deities. 
 

If a character asks for divine aid from a deity the player 

can add +1 (if he spent 3 FP), +2 (if he spent 6 FP) or 

+4 (if he spent 12 FP) to the result when testing the 

skill in question. See Skills.   
 

It is not necessary to spend any extra time asking for 

divine aid; it is done – through prayer – whilst 

performing the task, before the player casts the dice to 

test the skill. 
 

Divine aid can be asked for anywhere and at any time 

of day and year. 
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NB! Characters do not receive XP from actions they 

succeed with after having asked for divine aid, and 

characters asking for divine aid can never claim a 

natural 17 or 18 either. See Skills. 
 

Priests in Þulê      

A priest (female priestess) is usually called a Skâld 

(female Skâldmær) only when he travels the world to 

spread divine lore and music, but he is called a Gôði 

(female Gyðja) (“god”, “good”) when he works as a 

priest in a temple and a Drôttinn (female Drôttning) 

(“ruler”) when he has his own temple. In Priþenio and 

Tawia he would instead have been called a Bard, a 

Wateis and a Druid (female Druidinne) respectively. 

In Troskenia, Agadîr and Ellinea he would instead 

have been called a Troubadour, a Priest (female 

Priestess) and a High Priest (female High Priestess) 

respectively. 
 

Divine Aid versus Favours 

The difference between divine aid and favours is that 

the former is asking a deity to help you perform your 

best, whilst the latter is asking the deity to perform for 

you. 
 

Womanish Behaviour 

Many Religious men dislike the old traditions, in part 

because men have to wear women's clothing (and 

women men's clothing) in the religious processions. 

They argue that it is shameful for men to wear robes 

(suggesting that all Seiðmenn are “womanish”) and 

that this custom is a tradition that must be replaced by 

something better. 
 

The Traditional man on the other hand doesn't seem 

to care. “Clothes do not make the man”.  

 

Þulêan  Old Þulêan Ancient Þulêan  

Bûandi  Bûandan Buande 
Drôttinn/ DrûntinaR/ Drûntinas/ 
Drôttning Drûntningô Drûntningô 
Einheri  Ainheran Ainhere 
Ginnarr  GenþaraR Genþaras  
Gôði/Gyðja Guðan/Guðe  Gudi/Gude 
Seiðmaðr SaiðamannR Skaiþamannas 
Skâld  Skahulda Skahulda 
Skâldmær Skahuldamau Skahuldami 
Skôgvörðr SkugawarðaR Skugawardas 
Spormaðr SpuramannR Spuramannas 
Strîðsmaðr StreðasmannR Stredasmannas 
Valkyrja  Walkire  Walkire 
Veiðimaðr WaiðemannR Waiþemannas 
 

NB! Bacchante, Bard, Druid(inne), High 

Priest(ess), Maenad, Priest(ess), Troubadour and 

Wateis are all the same in all the Þulêan languages. 

See the Priests in Þulê comment (on this page).   
 

Prayers 

The typical way to pray to the deities is to first invoke 

the deity (calling it by its name and asking it to hear you 

where it dwells), then present some sort of argument 

(exactly why should the deity listen to you?), then offer 

a vow (a promise to return the favour, by means of a 

sacrifice or a pious deed or the like [and in 

MYFAROG in form of FP]) and then finally you 

should petition the deity (what is it you want the deity 

to do for you?). 
 

See Casting Spells & asking for Favours (Sorcery) 

for more about favours. 
 

The abbreviation RT in the table below means 

‘Religious Tradition’ (the skill). 
 

Character Role     Favourite Deity’s Other Deity’s Proficiency & 

Category   Max FP Proficiency  Base Power Level for Favours1  

Civilian/Scout/ Warrior RT  RT / 3   RT / 6   

Warrior-Priest   RT * 2  RT / 2   RT / 4    

Priest    RT * 3  RT   RT / 2   
1See Alignment. See optional rule 3 & 4 (page 41 & 42 respectively). 
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Action       Favour Points (FP)    

Dedicate the fallen after a battle to the deities1  +1 for each individual killed in the battle 

Priest who breaks the priest rules     Loses all FP. See Special to Priests  

Perform a special service for a deity   ≥ 1     

Dance, sing or play music during lent   Loses all FP   
1This can only be done by characters with a Dionysian, Hermetic, Plutonic or Uranian alignment. 
 

Some actions need to be performed in a temple. A 

temple is a tree sacred to a deity and the area around 

that tree. This area can also contain buildings, groves 

or caves dedicated to the deity. 

 

“Death answers before she is asked.” 
 

Optional rule 3: Characters can only ask for favours 

from the deities that have a sympathetic alignment if 

they themselves behave sympathetically. Very 

unsympathetic acts (like committing crimes repeatedly) 

will lead to these deities denouncing you and leaving 

you to the mercy of the deities with an unsympathetic 

alignment.    
 

Action that must be performed in a Temple1   Favour Points (FP)   

Early morning prayer for D6 minutes   +1    

Late morning prayer for D6 minutes   +1   

Midday prayer for D6 minutes    +1   

Afternoon prayer for D6 minutes   +1   

Evening prayer for D6 minutes    +1   

Night prayer for D6 minutes    +1    

Lead a high festival ceremony (Religious Tradition) (-4 to +5) * number of participants  

Participate in a high festival ceremony (Acting)  -4 to +5     

Steal from or bring a weapon to a temple   Loses all FP and can gain no FP for a full year and a day 

Sing for D6 minutes (Singing)    -4 to +5     

Play the Flute for D6 minutes (Flute Playing)2  -4 to +5     

Dance for D6 minutes (Dancing)2   -4 to +5     

Play the Lyre for D6 minutes (Lyre Playing)3  -4 to +5     

Recite poems for D6 minutes (Poetry)3   -4 to +5     

Sacrifice animal to a deity (Religious Tradition)  -4 to +5 (+the size [MÊ] of the animal sacrificed) 

Votive offering (i. e. donate valuables to a temple)  +1 for every ounce of silver the offering is worth 
1The skill you need (if any) to perform this action is listed in brackets. If optional rule 2 (page 39) is used, you gain (or lose) FP in 

relation to the deity whose temple you perform this action in. 
2Only for characters with an ecstatic or neutral alignment. 
3Only for characters with a contemplative or neutral alignment. 
 

FP Tokens? 

Instead of writing down the number of FP gained or spent, players might want to use poker chips or some other 

tokens to represent the FP. The myth master can give them tokens when they gain FP, and they can just give them 

back to him whenever they wish to use them to gain favours or ask for divine aid. This will save them time and effort, 

and also cut down on the wear and tear of the character sheet.  
 

“The world needs more heroes.” 
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The exact number of Favour Points gained (or lost) 

when testing Dancing, Flute Playing, Lyre Playing, 

Poetry, Religious Tradition, Acting or Singing is 

given below. 
 

Result1  FP2  

≤ 5  -4   

6-8  -2   

9-11  +0  

12-14  +1  

15-20  +2  

21-26  +3  

27-32  +4  

≥ 33  +5  
1See also the skill Poetry.  
2FP for Religious Tradition is multiplied by the number of 

participants in a high festival ceremony. Add the size (MÊ) 

of the sacrificed animal directly to the number of FP gained.   
 

Characters sacrificing creatures must either burn them 

(if sacrificing to Belus, Dunus, Sôwilus, Walê or 

Kaimadalþas), tear them to bits and pieces or drain 

them of blood and let the blood sink into the soil (if 

sacrificing to Erþô, Kadnus, Prius or Wîtanas), hang 

or strangle them (if sacrificing to Dîwus, Pirôsitê, 

Sagiô, Wôþanas or Kaimadalþas) or drown them (if 

sacrificing to Manô, Nerþus, Priô or Skanþê). Note 

that those making sacrifices to Kaimadalþas can 

choose between burning and hanging/strangling the 

sacrificial creatures. 
 

Special to Priests 
Priests dedicate their lives to serving the deities and 

their goals, and do so by imitating one of the deities. 

They therefore have to dress like their favourite 

deities in order to gain favour with them, and can not 

use weapons other than those traditionally used by 

their favourite deities. If they do not dress like their 

favourite deities or if they use a weapon not 

traditionally used by those deities they will lose all FP. 

The Sköldmeyjar normally marry after ten years of 

serving their favourite deity, and until then they all must 

remain virgins. When they lose their virginity they also 

lose their Skâldmær character role. 

The deities used to be impersonal and androgynous 

spirits, who only later turned into deities, and to 

represent the deities the Sköld need to dress partly 

as women, in robes, whilst Sköldmeyjar need to dress 

partly as men, with men's clothing on the upper body. 

This custom is archaic, but still practised. The clothes 

they dress in need to be in a colour sacred to their 

favourite deity. Sköld/Sköldmeyjar have no 

restrictions when it comes to the use of armour, but 

they must wear their traditional clothes underneath or 

over their armour. If they break these rules they lose all 

their FP and can not ask for favours from their 

favourite deity for one full month. 
 

Optional rule 4: The deities are competing and 

intriguing against each other all the time. They fight for 

the attention of the Religious men and are jealous of 

each other’s worshippers, so when a character gains 

favour with one deity he can actually lose favour with 

another, when the two deities in question have 100% 

conflicting alignments. NB! This optional rule must be 

used in combination with optional rule 2 (page 39). 
 

If a character gains  He loses the same amount  

FP in relation to: of FP in relation to:  

Belus   Kadnus    

Dîwus   Priô    

Dunus   Erþô    

Erþô   Dunus    

Kadnus   Belus    

Kaimadalþas  n/a    

Manô   Wôþanas   

Nerþus   Sagiô    

Pirôsitê   Skanþê   

Priô   Dîwus    

Prius   Walê    

Sagiô   Nerþus    

Skanþê  Pirôsitê    

Sôwilus   Wîtanas   

Walê   Prius    

Wîtanas  Sôwilus    

Wôþanas  Manô    
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